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1 Claim. (cit 88—79) - , 

My invention relates to highway markers, and the base to the apex of the cone and throughout 
more particularly to a marker which may be the ‘circumferential area thereof. The entire in 
positioned at suitable intervals to indicate, by ner face of the cone including the ?utes, is coated 
re?ected light from an oncoming car, a curva- with any approved re?ecting material and. in 

5 ture in the highway, the curbing of the highway, use, it will be apparent that lights from tin-coming 5 
or otherwise apprise the motorists of some semi- v vehicles will strike the markers and by the ar 
lar condition of the roadway, and it consists in rengement 0f the flutes, no matter at What angle 
the constructions, arrangements and comblna- the light may be directed thereagainst, the light 
tions herein described and claimed, will be re?ected back to the motorist. , 

10 It is a principal object of the inventionto pm- In Figure 5, a modi?ed form of marker is 10 
vide a marker wherein a full 360' ‘degrees of re- Shown, in which the body. l8 has a semi-elliptical 
?eeting surface is made available, thus insuring Shape, the inner Surface of which has ?utes l9. 
re?ection of light from on-coming cars, at any conforming to the Shape Of the body and extend 
angle, ' ' ing longitudinally thereof. The ?utes and inner 

15 It is a further object of the invention to pro- ' surface is silvered as in the ?rst instance. The 15 
vide a marker in which the re?ecting surface base of the body '8 is Open and Provided with 11 
thereof is ‘fully protected against the weather, rabbet 10, ‘within which a disk 2| is seated and 
thereby insuring the production of a. marker sealed. The disk is centrally apertured as at 22, , 
which is susceptible to long use and of a practical through Which a Standard 23 may pass, the upper 

20 character, yet economical inmanufacture. s end of the Standard being engaged in a Seat 24. 20 
Additional objects, advantages and features of The standard 23 is sealed in the aperture of the 

invention will be apparent from the'following de- disk 111 any approved manner. so as to exclude 
scription considered in conjunction with the ac- moisture, ete- This latter form of marker will be 
companyjng drawing, wherein found highly efficient where it is necessaryyto 

25 Figure 1 1s a, perspective view illustrating one place a marker in snow drifts or other obstruc- 2'5 
use of the marker, , tions which might tend to confuse a motorist, and 

Figure 2 is a cross sectional view through 9, therefore the shaft 23 will'be of a length to per 
roadway illustrating the mounting of the marker. mit burlelof the lower end within a drift for sun 

Figure 3 is a vertical sectional view through the port of the marker at a proper elevation above 
30 marker. ' , ' the drift. ‘ , _ 30 

Figure 4 is across sectional view thereof. ‘ In both forms of the device, it will be noted 
Figure 515 a, vertical sectional view through a‘ c that the re?ecting surfaces of the marker are 

modi?ed form of the marker, completely sealed againstair and moisture, there 
Attention is ?rst invited to Figure 1, wherein by insuring lone lasting quality of the reflecting ' 

35 the markers III are shown mounted at spaced mating- ' 35' 
points along a highway II to indicate the curb obviously the ?utlng may have Various Shapes, 
line |z_ obviously’ since the markers “3 or and one variation, is the provision of semi 
Spaced along the curb, any curvature in the high- spherical members upon the inner surface of the 
way will be indicated to motorists due to re?ec- . may member- , 

40 tion of light from the headlights of an on-coming While’ I have shown and described certain We‘ 40 
car, and if the markers are spaced at short in- ferred forms of the marker, this 18 by Way Of 
tervals, especially at curves, a lighted gumeway 1S illustration only, and I consider as my own, all 
produced’eo that a, true representation of the such modi?cations as fairly fall within the scope 
curve is impressed upon the driver of the vehicle. of the appended claim , 

‘t5 In Figures 2, 3, and 4 there is shown a pre- I claim: 45 
ferred form of the marker, and comprises a hol- A highway marker comprising a hollow trans‘ 
10‘, body [3 of glass, which may be clear or parent body member having an open end, arabbet 

formed therearound, a disk seated within the rab 
colored and preferably polished. The body It in- bet and Sealed therein, said disk having an amp 
cludes a base I‘ having an annular‘ groove l5 tum therethrough a standard 611' _ , gaged through 50 

thereamund' whmh- 9'3 may be seen from Figure 2 the aperture and sealed therein. one end of the 
functions as an anchorage when embedded in the standard engaging the interior'of the body mem_ - - 
soil at the side of the road. The body '3 im- ber for support thereof, said body member hav 
mediately above the groove I5 is of tapering for- ing projections upon the interior thereof, and a 

55 matlon, thus forming the cone l8. re?ecting material ?xed to the interior surface 55 
The inner face of the cone I6 is formed with a and the projections. 

plurality of ?utes I'I extending‘ from a point above , - O'I'I'O ERNST. 
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